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Morphisms in Context
Markus Krötzsch1?, Pascal Hitzler1??, and Guo-Qiang Zhang2
1 AIFB, Universität Karlsruhe, Germany
2 Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
Abstract. Morphisms constitute a general tool for modelling complex rlation-
ships between mathematical objects in a disciplined fashion. In Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA), morphisms can be used for the study of structural properties of
knowledge represented in formal contexts, with applications to data transforma-
tion and merging. In this paper we present a comprehensive treatment of some
of the most important morphisms in FCA and their relationship , ncluding dual
bonds, scale measures, infomorphisms, and their respective relations to Galois
connections. We summarize our results in a concept lattice that cumulates the re-
lationships among the considered morphisms. The purpose ofthis work is to lay a
foundation for applications of FCA in ontology research andsimilar areas, where
morphisms help formalize the interplay among distributed knowledge bases.
1 Introduction
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [1] provides a fundamental mathematical methodol-
ogy for the creation, analysis, and manipulation of data andknowledge. Its field of ap-
plication ranges from social and natural sciences to most prminently computer science.
The automated processing of knowledge necessitates an understanding of its structural
properties in order to develop sound transformation algorithms, ontology merging pro-
cedures, and other operations needed for practical applications. FCA is ideally suited
for such an understanding due to its sound mathematical and philosophical base, rooted
in algebra and logic.
Fundamental structural properties can be captured by category-theoretical treat-
ments [2], the heart of which aremorphismsas structure-preserving mappings. In turn,
morphisms provide abstract means for the modelling of data tr nslation, communica-
tion, and distributed reasoning, to give a few examples. Thus t e theory and application
of morphisms between formal contexts have recently become afocal point in FCA.
Institution theory[3], developed in the 80’s, uses formal contexts and appropriate
morphisms to represent a broad class of logics. The resulting mathematical theory has
been applied as a basis for various programming languages. More recently, similar ideas
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support by the EU KnowledgeWeb network of excellence.
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have been used as a foundation of a theory ofinf rmation flow[4], recently considered
in the context ofontology research[5, 6]. While the focus of the above is more on
communication and transport of information, research onChu spaces[7] (a special case
of which are formal contexts) considers similar morphisms from a categorical viewpoint
in order to obtain categories with certain specific properties.
Although morphisms between contexts have been investigated in all of the above
research areas, they mostly study the same kind of morphisms, which today are typi-
cally calledinfomorphisms. These, however, are only a special choice for morphisms in
FCA, and it is unclear whether they are in general preferableto other possible notions.
At least two other kinds of morphisms known in FCA deserve particular attention. One
is the so-called(dual) bond, a specific kind of relation between contexts which is of im-
portance due to its close relationship to Galois connections. The other iscale measure,
characterized by certain functional continuity properties.
In order to develop concrete applications to knowledge processing from structural
analysis based on category theory, it is of fundamental importance to understand the
properties of and relationships between different notions of morphisms. So far, only a
few order- and category-theoretic treatments of morphismsn FCA are available, either
studying one kind of morphism in isolation or focusing on further specific types of
morphisms (an overview is given at the end of the following section). The purpose of
this paper is thus to present a comprehensive study of the relations among the three types
of major morphisms in FCA mentioned above. We explicate the rich interrelationships
and dependencies as a step stone for further developments.
The paper is structured as follows. After explaining some preliminaries in Section 2,
we study dual bonds and their relationships to direct products of formal contexts and
Galois connections in Section 3. In Section 4, dual bonds featuring certain continuity
properties are identified as an important subclass. Section5 deals with the relationship
between scale measures, functional types of dual bonds, andG lois connections, while
Section 6 is devoted to infomorphisms. In Section 7, we summarize some of our results
in the form of a concept lattice of context-morphisms, whichwe obtain by attribute
exploration. We conclude our results by discussing variouspos ible directions for future
research in Section 8.
2 Preliminaries
Our notation basically follows [1], with a few exceptions toenhance readability for our
purposes. Especially, we avoid the use of the symbol′ t denote the operations that
are induced by a context. This will both clarify the exposition and allow us to use′ to
enrich our pool of possible entity names (like in “g, g′ ∈ G”).We shortly review the
main terminology using our notation, but we assume that the reader is familiar with the
notation and terminology from [1]. Our treatment also requires some basic knowledge
of (antitone) Galois connectionsand theirmonotonevariant (a.k.a.residuated maps),
which can also be found in [1].
A (formal) contextK is a triple (G,M, I ) whereG is a set ofobjects, M is a set of
attributes, andI ⊆ G×M is anincidence relation. GivenO ⊆ G andA ⊆ M, we define:
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OI B {m ∈ M | g I m for all g ∈ O}, I (O) B {m ∈ M | g I m for someg ∈ O},
AI B {g ∈ G | g I m for all m ∈ A}, I−1(A) B {g ∈ G | g I m for somem ∈ A}.
For singleton sets we use the common abbreviationsgI B {g}I , I (g) B I ({g}), etc. The
notationXI can be ambiguous if it is not clear whetherX is considered a set of objects
or a set of attributes, so we will be careful to avoid such situat ons. We refer toI (O)
as theimageof O and toI−1(A) as thepreimageof A with respect toI . We use these
notations for arbitrary binary relations.
A subsetO ⊆ G is anextentof K wheneverO = OII . O is anattribute extent(object
extent) if there is some attributen (objectg) such thatO = nI (O = gII ). Intents, object
intentsandattribute intentsare defined dually. Aconceptof K is an extent-intent pair
(O,A) such thatO = AI (or, equivalently,A = OI ).
Since the extent and intent of a concept determine each otheruniquely, we will
usually prefer to consider only one of them. Our use of the terms object extentand
attribute intentconstitutes a slight deviation from standard terminology.
The central result of FCA is that contexts can be used to repres nt complete lattices.
Theorem 1 ([1, Theorem 3]).For any contextK = (G,M, I ), the mapping(·)II : 2G →
2G constitutes a closure operator on the powerset2G. The corresponding closure system
(in the sense of [1]) is the setBo(K) B {O ⊆ G | O = OII } of all extents ofK.
Similar statements are true for the mapping(·)II : 2M → 2M, which induces a clo-
sure systemBa(K). Under set inclusion,Bo(K) andBa(K) are dually order-isomorphic,
with (·)I : 2G → 2A and(·)I : 2A→ 2G as the according isomorphisms.
We refer toBo(K) andBa(K) ordered by set inclusion as theobject-andattribute-
concept lattices.
An important aspect of FCA is that contexts can be dualized and complemented to
obtain new structures. These operations turn out to be vitalfor our subsequent studies.
Given a contextK = (G,M, I ), the contextdual to K is Kd B (M,G, I−1). It is easy to
see that dualizing a context merely changes the roles of extent and intent. Thus, with re-
spect to the order of the concept lattices we haveBo(Kd) = Ba(K) andBa(Kd) = Bo(K).
The situation for complement, defined asKc = (G,M, Ir) with Ir B (G × M) \ I , is
more involved since the concept lattices ofK andKc are in general not (dually) isomor-
phic to each other. We can observe immediately that dualization nd complementation
commute:Kcd = Kdc. Furthermore, the following lemma will be helpful.
Lemma 1. Given a contextK = (G,M, I ) with objects g, h ∈ G, we find that g∈ hII if
and only if h∈ gIrIr.
Proof. If g ∈ hII theng I m for all m ∈ hI . Thush I m impliesg I m. Contrapositively,
g Ir m entailsh Ir m, which showsh ∈ gIrIr. ut
Definitions of the relevant context-morphisms will be introduced in the subsequent
sections. An overview of the existing results on morphisms in FCA is given in [1, Chap-
ter 7], which incorporates much information from [8], though the latter contains further
details from a more category-theoretic viewpoint. Bonds and infomorphisms, as well
as several other kinds of morphisms that we shall not consider in this paper, have been
studied in greater detail in [9]. Some newer results on dual bonds andrelational Galois
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connectionsbetween contexts can be found in [10]. Further related investigations can be
found in [11], where infomorphisms are studied in conjunction with monotone Galois
connections,complete homomorphisms, and the so-calledconcept lattice morphisms.
Morphisms relating FCA, domain theory, and logic have been studied in [12].
3 Dual Bonds and Direct Product
The construction of concept lattices exploits the fact thate derivation operators (·)I
form an antitone Galois connection. Naturally, Galois connections are also of interest
when one looks for suitable morphisms for concept lattices.To represent Galois con-
nections on the level of contexts, functions between the sets of attributes or objects turn
out to be too specific. Instead, one uses certain relations called dual bondswhich we
study in this section. Most of the materials before Lemma 3 can be found in [1, 9, 10].3
Definition 1. A dual bondbetween formal contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J) is
a relation R⊆ G× H for which the following hold:
– for every object g∈ G, gR (which is equal to R(g)) is an extent ofL and
– for every object h∈ H, hR (which is equal to R−1(h)) is an extent ofK.
This definition is motivated by the following result:
Theorem 2 ([1, Theorem 53]).Consider a dual bond R between contextsK andL as
above. The mappings
~φR : Bo(K)→ Bo(L) : X 7→ XR and ~φR : Bo(L)→ Bo(K) : Y 7→ YR
form an antitone Galois connection between the (object) concept lattices ofK andL.
Conversely, given such an antitone Galois connection(~φ, ~φ), the relation R(~φ, ~φ) =
{




(g, h) | g ∈ ~φ(hJJ)
}
is a dual bond, and these constructions are
mutually inverse in the following sense:
~φ = ~φR(~φ, ~φ)
~φ = ~φR(~φ, ~φ) R= R~φR, ~φR
Hence, formal contexts with dual bonds are “equivalent” to complete lattices with
antitone Galois connections. Referring to dual bonds as morphisms might be somewhat
misleading, since they do not immediately satisfy the necessary axioms for category
theoretic morphisms. However, we will adhere to this terminology since it is indeed
possible to use dual bonds in a categorical fashion, provided that objects, homsets and
composition are chosen appropriately (see [13] for details).
Before proceeding, let us note the following consequence ofLemma 1.
Lemma 2. Consider a dual bond R between contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J).
Then R(gIrIr) = R(g) and R−1(hJrJr) = R−1(h) holds for any g∈ G, h ∈ H. Especially,
R(gIrIr) and R−1(hJrJr) are extents.
3 Note that one could as well work with monotone Galois connections without affecting any
result. We do not feel any need to deviate from the traditional formulation here.
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Proof. The inclusionR(g) ⊆ R(gIrIr) is obvious for any relationR, sinceg ∈ gIrIr. For
the converse, assume thath ∈ R(gIrIr), i.e. there is someg′ ∈ gIrIr such thatg′ R h. By
Lemma 1 we concludeg ∈ g′II which is a subset ofR−1(h) since the latter is an extent.
This showsh ∈ R(g) as required. The statement forR−1 follows by a similar reasoning.
ut
Now we ask how the dual bonds between two contexts can be represented. Since
extents are closed under intersections, the same is true forthe set of all dual bonds
between two contexts. Thus the dual bonds form a closure systm and one might ask
for a way to cast this into a formal context which has dual bonds as concepts. An
immediate candidate for this purpose is the direct product of the contexts.
Definition 2. Given contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J), thedirect productof K
andL is the contextK×L = (G×H,M ×N,∇), where(g, h) ∇ (m, n) iff g I m or h J n.
Proposition 1 ([10]).Extents of a direct productK × L are dual bonds fromK to L.
Proof. It suffices to show that attribute extents are dual bonds, because any extent is an
intersection of attribute extents and intersections of dual bonds are still dual bonds. Thus
consider (m, n) ∈ M × N and defineR= (m, n)∇. We find thatR= (mI × H) ∪ (G× nJ).
Thus, for anyg ∈ G, gR = H or gR = nJ, both of which are extents inL. Likewise, for
h ∈ H, hR = mI or hR = H, such thatR is indeed a dual bond. ut
However, it is known that the converse of this result is false, i.e. there are dual bonds
which are not extents of the direct product. We give the following counterexample:
Counterexample 1.Consider the contextK = ({1, 2, 3}, {a, b, c}, I ) with incidence rela-
tion I given as follows:




Obviously, the relationR = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3)} is a dual bond fromK to itself, since
all singleton sets are extents. However, we findR∇ = ∅ in K × K. ThusR , R∇∇ =
{1, 2, 3} × {1, 2, 3} is not an extent of the direct product.
As a consequence, the direct product does only represent a dis inguished subset of
all dual bonds. In order to find additional characterizations for these relations, we use
the following result.
Lemma 3. Given a binary relation R between objects, let R∇ denote the intent associ-
ated with R when viewed as a set of objects of the direct product. Consider the contexts
K = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J) and a relation R⊆ G × H. For any attribute m∈ M,
the following sets are equal:
– X1 B R∇(m) = {n ∈ N | (m, n) ∈ R∇}










Proof. We first show the equality betweenX1 andX2. If (m, n) ∈ R∇ then (g, h)∇(m, n)
holds for all (g, h) ∈ R. Thus, if g Ir m for some (g, h) ∈ R, one certainly hash J n.
Hencen ∈ X2 and we obtainX1 ⊆ X2. For the other direction consider somen ∈ X2.
Then for all (g, h) ∈ R, g Ir m impliesh J n. Hence (m, n) ∈ R∇ andX2 ⊆ X1 as required.





. The fact that this is
equal toX3 is a basic result of formal concept analysis (see e.g. [1, Proposition 11]).
For the rest of the proof, note thatR∇ is a relation between the sets of objects of the
dual contextsKd andLd. Thus we can apply the first part of the lemma onR∇ to obtain
the equality










JJ as required. ut
Now we can state a characterization theorem for dual bonds inthe direct product.
Theorem 3. Consider the contextsK = (G,M, I ) and L = (H,N, J) and a relation
R⊆ G× H. The following are equivalent:
(i) R is an extent of the direct productK × L.




















JJ = R(g), which is just condition (ii). ut
Another feature of dual bonds in the direct product allows for the construction of
Galois connections other than those considered in Theorem 2. Given a dual bondR in
K×L, its intentR∇ is a dual bond fromKd toLd, which induces another antitone Galois
connection between the dual concept lattices. This Galois connection appears to have
no simple further relationship to the antitone Galois connection derived fromR.
Corollary 1. Consider the contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J) and an extent R of
the direct productK×L. There are two distinguished Galois connectionsφR : Bo(K)→
Bo(L) andφR∇ : Bo(K)op → Bo(L)op and each of R, R∇, φR andφR∇ uniquely determines
the others (using(·)op to denote the order duals of the respective concept lattices).
Proof. Just use Theorem 2 onR andR∇. ut
Of course any antitone Galois connection between two posetscontravariantly induces
another antitone Galois connection, obtained by exchanging both adjoints. But there
appears to be no general way to construct an additional antitone Galois connection
between the order duals of the original posets. Some of our res lts, like Proposition 3
and Theorem 7 below, can be extended to account for this second Galois connection,
but we will usually prefer to save space and refrain from stating this explicitly.
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4 Continuity for Dual Bonds
Continuity is a central concept in many branches of mathematics. I is also of impor-
tance for formal concept analysis. However, we will generally not be dealing with func-
tions but with relations such as dual bonds, so the notion of continuity will be lifted
accordingly (the following is partially taken from [1]).
Definition 3. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J). A relation R⊆ G×H
is extensionally continuousif it reflectsextents ofL, i.e. if for every extent O ofL the
preimage R−1(O) is an extent ofK.
R is extensionally object-continuous(attribute-continuous) if it reflects all object
extents (attribute extents) ofL, i.e. if for every object extent O= hJJ (attribute extent
O = nJ) the preimage R−1(O) is an extent ofK (but not necessarily an object extent).
A relation is extensionally closedfrom K to L if it preservesextents ofK, i.e. if
its inverse is extensionally continuous fromL to K. Extensional object- and attribute-
closure are defined accordingly.
The dual definitions give rise tointensionalcontinuity and closure properties.
Lemma 2 earlier shows that extensional object-continuity and -closure are proper-
ties of any dual bond when considered as a relation between oncontext and the com-
plement of the other. We thus focus on extensional attribute-continuity and -closure
in the present section. The other notions will however become i portant later on in
Section 5.
Whenever it is clear whether we are dealing with a relation onattributes or on ob-
jects, we will tend to omit the additional qualifications “ext nsionally” and “intension-
ally.” We also remark that neither object- nor attribute-continuity is sufficient to obtain
full continuity in the general case, as can be seen fromR∇ in Counterexample 2.
Now we can investigate the interaction between continuity and the representation
of dual bonds.
Theorem 4. Consider a dual bond R fromK = (G,M, I ) to L = (H,N, J). If R is
extensionally attribute-continuous fromK to Lc, then R is an extent ofK × L and R∇ is
intensionally object-closed fromKc to L.
Proof. We will first show thatR(g)J = R∇(gIr) holds for arbitraryg ∈ G (∗). Clearly,
R∇(gIr) ⊆ R(g)J, sincen ∈ R(g)J for any (m, n) ∈ R∇ for whichg Ir m.
For the other direction, assume that there isn ∈ R(g)J, i.e. all objects which areR-
related tog satisfyn. Thusg relates to no objects that do not satisfyn, i.e.g < R−1(nJr).
Due to attribute-continuity ofR, the latter is closed inK and thus there must be some
elementm ∈ R−1(nJr)I such thatg Ir m. We want to show that (m, n) ∈ R∇ which follows
if any pair inR is∇-related to (m, n). We only need to consider pairs which have a first
componentg′ such thatg′ Ir m. But theng′ < R−1(nJr)II = R−1(nJr) and we find that
n ∈ R(g′)J. Hence all pairs (g′, h′) ∈ R satisfy (m, n) and we conclude that (m, n) ∈ R∇.
Together with the above information thatg Ir m, this finishes the proof of (∗).
Now it is immediate thatR is an extent of the direct product. Indeed, by property
(∗), we obtainR(g)JJ = R∇(gIr)J. Now sinceR(g) = R(g)JJ, this yields condition (ii) of





J c d e
3 ×
4 ×




Fig. 1. Formal contexts for Counterexamples 2 (left) and 3 (right).
Finally, note that (∗) also shows that the setR∇(gIr) is an intent ofL, such thatR∇ is
indeed object-closed. ut
Of course, analogous results can be obtained for closure by exchanging the roles
of K andL. One may wonder whether similar statements can be proven fordual bonds
which are fully continuous and/or closed. However, this is not the case:
Counterexample 2.Consider the contextsK = ({1, 2}, {a, b}, I ) andL = ({3, 4}, {c, d, e},
J) depicted in Fig. 1 (left). DefineR= {(1, 3), (2, 4)}. All subsets of{1, 2} are extents of
bothK andKc. Likewise, all subsets of{3, 4} are extents ofL andLc. ThusR is trivially
closed and continuous in every sense. However, we find thatR∇ = {(a, d), (b, c)} is not
closed fromKc to L. Indeed,{a, b} is an intent ofKc but R∇({a, b}) = {c, d} is not an
intent ofL, since{c, d}JJ = {c, d, e}.
Other easy counterexamples for this claim can be obtained byexploiting the fact
that for any relation the image and preimage of the empty set is necessarily empty. By
adding appropriate attributes, one can always assure that the empty set is not an intent in
order to find cases where no relation can be intentionally continuous even if numerous
extensionally closed and continuous dual bonds exist.
Another false assumption one might have is that the conditions given in Theorem 4
for being an extent of the direct product are not just sufficient but also necessary. How-
ever, neither closure nor continuity is needed for a dual bond t be represented in the
direct product.
Counterexample 3.Consider the contextK = ({1, 2, 3}, {a, b, c}, I ) depicted in Fig. 1
(right). DefineR = {(1, 1), (2, 2)}. We find thatR∇ = {(a, b), (b, a)}. ThusR = R∇∇ and
R is a dual bond which is an extent of the direct productK ×K. However,R is not even
attribute-continuous fromK toKc, sinceR−1(cIr) = R−1({1, 2, 3}) = {1, 2} is not closed
in K. On the other hand, using thatR= R−1, we find thatR is not attribute-closed from
K
c toK either.
Although this shows that continuity is not a characteristicfeature of all dual bonds
in the direct product, we still find that there are many situatons where there is a wealth
of continuous dual bonds. This is the content of the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Consider the contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J). If
∅ is an extent ofK or ∅ is not an extent ofLc
then the set of all dual bonds which are continuous fromK toLc is
⋂
-dense inBo(K×L)
and thus forms a basis for the closure system of all dual bondsin the direct product.
If the assumptions also hold withK andL exchanged, then the set of all dual bonds




Proof. From Theorem 4 we know that the above sets of dual bonds are subs t of the
extents of the direct product. For density, we recall that the set of all attribute extents
(m, n)∇ is
⋂
-dense in the lattice of extents. For every (m, n) ∈ M × N, we find that











∅ if O = ∅,
G∪mI = G if nJ ∩O , ∅,
mI otherwise.
In each case (m, n)∇−1(O) is an extent ofK, where we use the initial assumption that∅
is an extent ofK if O = ∅ is an extent ofLc. Thus any (m, n)∇ is continuous fromK to
L
c and the attribute extents must form a subset of the set of continuous dual bonds. This
shows the required density property.
Using the additional assumptions for the last part of the theorem, this shows that the
dual bonds (m, n)∇ are also closed fromKc to L. Hence the continuous and closed dual
bonds form a
⋂
-dense set as required. ut
Note that the previous theorem could of course also be statedusing closure in place
of continuity. Furthermore it is evident that dual bonds of the form (m, n)∇ are such that
the (pre)image of almost any set is an extent. The only exception is the empty set, which
is why we needed to add the given preconditions. We remark that these conditions are
indeed very weak. By removing or adding full rows, any context can be modified in
such a way that the empty set either is an extent or not. Since the concept lattices of
the context and its complement are not affected by this procedure, one can enforce the
necessary conditions without loosing generality.
5 Functional Bonds and Scale Measures
In FCA, (extensionally) continuous functions have been studied under the namescale
measures, the importance of which stems from the fact that they can be regarded as
a model for concept scaling and data abstraction. Topology provides additional inter-
pretations for continuous functions in the context of knowledge representation and rea-
soning, but we will not give further details here.4 We merely remark that continuity
between topological spaces coincides with continuity betwe n appropriate contexts.
Continuity for functions constitutes a special case of continuity in the relational case
as defined above.
Definition 4. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J). A function f : G →
H is extensionally continuouswhenever its graph{(x, f (x)) | x ∈ G} is an extensionally
continuous relation, i.e. if f−1(O) is an extent ofK for any extent O ofL.
Extensional attribute-and object-continuity, as well as the according intensional
properties and closures are defined similarly based on the graph of the function.
4 Roughly speaking, the potential of topology for our purposes resides in its well-known con-
nections to FCA (data representation), formal logic (reasoning), and domain theory (compu-
tation/approximation), all of which are based on essentially the same mechanisms ofStone
duality (see [13] for further details).
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This definition agrees with [1, Definition 89], where extensionally continuous maps
have also been calledscale measures. Extensional attribute-continuity (and thus inten-
sional object-continuity) is of course redundant, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 4. Given contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J), a function f : G → H is
extensionally continuous iff it is extensionally attribute-continuous.
Proof. The forward implication is trivial, so assume thatf is attribute-continuous. Con-












the latter is an intersection of concepts ofK, and thus a concept. ut
This statement relies on the fact that attribute extents are
⋂
-dense in the object
concept lattice and that preimage commutes with intersection. On the one hand, this is
not true for images of functions, and hence extensional attribu e-closure does not yield
full closure. On the other hand, though object extents are supremum-dense, the respec-
tive suprema are not the set-theoretical unions. Hence extensional object-continuity and
-closure are reasonable notions as well.
The link from functions to our earlier studies of dual bonds is established through a
specific class of dual bonds which can be represented by functions.
Definition 5. Consider a dual bond R between contexts(G,M, I ) and(H,N, J). Then R
is functionalwhenever, for any g∈ G, the extent R(g) is generated by a unique object
fR(g) ∈ H:
R(g) = fR(g)JJ.
In this case R is said toinducethe corresponding function fR : G→ H.
It is obvious that functional dual bonds are uniquely determined by the function
they induce. In fact, it is easy to see thatR is the least dual bond that contains the graph
of the function fR. However, not for every function will this construction yield a dual
bond that is functional. The next result characterizes the functions that are of the form
fR for some functional dual bondR.
Proposition 2. Consider a contextK = (G,M, I ) and a contextL = (H,N, J) for which
the map h7→ hJ is injective. There is a bijective correspondence between
– the set of all functional dual bonds fromK to L and
– the set of all extensionally object-continuous functions fromK to Lc.
The required bijections consist of the functions
– R 7→ fR mapping each functional dual bond to the induced function and
– f 7→ Rf mapping each object-continuous function to the least dual bond which
contains its graph{(g, f (g)) | g ∈ G}.
Proof. Consider a functional dual bondR fromK toL and the induced mappingf = fR.
For some objecth ∈ H, we find thatR−1(h) = f −1(hJrJr) follows from the defining
property of f and Lemma 1. SinceR is a dual bond,R−1(h) must be an extent and hence
f is extensionally object-continuous in the required sense.
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Conversely, if f : G → H is an object-continuous function fromK to Lc, then a
relationR ⊆ G × H is defined by settingR(g) = f (g)JJ for anyg ∈ G. ClearlyR maps
objects ofK to extents ofL. For the converse, considerh ∈ H. As before we find that
R−1(h) = f −1(hJrJr) which is an extent ofK by object-continuity. ThusR is a dual bond.
Moreover, it is easy to see thatR is the least dual bond that contains the graph off . Due
to the assumptions onL, we have thatR is functional inducing the functionf and we
obtain the required bijection. ut
Object-continuity of the functionsfR is not too much of a surprise in the light of
Lemma 2. The fact that this property suffices for the above result demonstrates how spe-
cific functional dual bonds really are. In contrast, the properties established in Lemma 2
are generally not sufficient for a relation to be a dual bond.
Also note that the additional requirements forL, which guarantee that no two func-
tions induce the same dual bond, are again rather weak. Indeed, they are implied by the
common assumption that the contexts under consideration are cl rified.
We can now go further and characterize the antitone Galois connections obtained
from functional dual bonds.
Proposition 3. Consider a contextK = (G,M, I ) and a contextL = (H,N, J) for which
the map h 7→ hJ is injective. The bijection between dual bonds and antitoneGalois
connections given in Theorem 2 restricts to a bijective correspondence between
– the set of all functional dual bonds fromK to L and
– the set of all antitone Galois connections fromBo(K) to Bo(L) which map object
extents ofK to object extents ofL.
Proof. Consider a functional dual bondR from K to L and the antitone Galois con-
nection (~φR, ~φR) as constructed in Theorem 2. We claim that~φR maps object extents to
object extents. Thus consider~φR(gII ) for someg ∈ G and let fR be the function induced
by R. The setR−1( fR(g)) containsg and is an extent sinceR is a dual bond. Conse-
quentlygII ⊆ R−1( fR(g)). But this shows thatfR(g) ∈ ~φR(gII ) since the latter is equal to
⋂
{R(x) | x ∈ gII }. Therefore we havefR(g)JJ ⊆ ~φR(gII ). The opposite inclusion follows,
since~φR(gII ) is an intersection of a collection of sets which includesfR(g)JJ = R(g).
Thus~φR(gII ) = fR(g)JJ, which is an object extent ofL as required.
Now let (~φ, ~φ) be a Galois connection such that~φ maps object extents to object
extents. There is a unique functionf : G → H for which ~φ(gII ) = f (g)JJ hold for
arbitraryg ∈ G. Let R= R(~φ, ~φ) be the dual bond induced by (~φ, ~φ) as in Theorem 2. But
thenR(g) = ~φ(gII ) = f (g)JJ, for arbitraryg ∈ G, such thatR is indeed functional. ut
In the light of the previous proposition we give a definition for the corresponding
property of Galois connections.
Definition 6. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J) and a (monotone or
antitone) Galois connectionφ = (~φ, ~φ) betweenBo(K) andBo(L).
Thenφ is functional(fromK toL) if ~φ maps object extents to object extents and, for
any g∈ G there is a unique object f~φ(g) such that
~φ(gII ) = f~φ(g)
JJ.
In this case,φ is said toinducethe function f~φ : G→ H.
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Proposition 3 shows rather natural classes of dual bonds andG lois connections,
respectively. However, functional dual bonds do not generally arise as extents of the
direct product. Moreover, the corresponding class of extensionally object-continuous
functions as described in Proposition 2 appears to be unidentified. As Theorem 6 below
shows, the more common class of extensionally continuous functions still allows for a
nice characterization in terms of dual bonds. It will be helpful to first state the following
lemma.
Lemma 5. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J). If R is a functional dual
bond fromK to L then we find that for any extent O ofLc
R−1(O) = f −1R (O).
Proof. Let O be an arbitrary extent ofLc. The inclusionR−1(O) ⊇ f −1R (O) is obvious,
sinceR contains the graph offR.
For the converse note thatR−1(O) is just the union of the setsR−1(h) for all h ∈ O.
As noted in the proof of Proposition 2, we haveR−1(h) = f −1R (h
JrJr) for arbitraryh ∈ H.
But sinceO is an extent ofLc, f −1R (h
JrJr) ⊆ f −1R (O) for all h ∈ O. Hence we obtain
R−1(O) ⊆ f −1R (O) as required. ut
Theorem 6. Consider a contextK = (G,M, I ) and a contextL = (H,N, J) for which
the map h7→ hJ is injective. The bijection given in Proposition 2 restricts to a bijective
correspondence between
– the set of all extensionally continuous functions fromK to Lc and
– the set of all functional dual bonds fromK to L that are continuous fromK to Lc.
Especially, every dual bond Rf induced by a continuous function fromK to Lc is an
extent of the direct productK × L.
Proof. Given a functionf which is continuous fromK toLc, we must show that the dual
bondRf as specified in Proposition 2 is also continuous. From the same proposition we
know that f = fRf and so we can apply Lemma 5 to show thatR
−1
f (O) = f
−1(O) for any
extentO of Lc. Continuity ofRf then follows from continuity off .
Conversely, consider the functionfR for any functional dual bondR that is continu-
ous in the above sense. Using Lemma 5 again, we find thatR−1(O) = f −1R (O) for every
extentO of Lc and hence obtain continuity offR.
Finally, to show thatRf is an extent of the direct product, one can apply Theorem 4
and continuity ofRf . ut
Thus we find that extensionally continuous functions, or scale measures, are a rather
specific kind of dual bonds. Again we must be careful: It is certainly not the case that
all functional dual bonds which are extents in the direct product are continuous. Just
consider the contextK = ({g}, {m}, {(g,m)}). The relationR = {(g, g)} is an extent of
the direct productK × K and it is functional withfR being the identity. However, the
preimage of the empty set (which is closed inKc) is not an extent ofK.
As a dual bond, every continuous function naturally inducesan antitone Galois
connection – Propositions 2 and 3 discussed the according costructions for object-
continuous functions. Due to their special structure, continuous functions can addi-
tionally be used to derive another monotone Galois connection. It should not come as a
surprise that these entities determine each other uniquelyunder some mild assumptions.
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Theorem 7. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J), and a function f :
G→ H which is continuous fromK to Lc.
(i) An antitone Galois connectionφ f : Bo(K)→ Bo(L) is given by the mappings
~φ f : Bo(K)→ Bo(L) : X 7→
⋂
{ f (x)JJ | x ∈ X} and
~φ f : Bo(L)→ Bo(K) : Y 7→
⋂
{ f −1(yJrJr) | y ∈ Y}.
(ii) A monotone Galois connectionψ f : Bo(K)→ Bo(Lc) is given by the mappings
~ψ f : Bo(K)→ Bo(Lc) : X 7→ f (X)J
rJr and
~ψ f : Bo(Lc)→ Bo(K) : Y 7→ f −1(Y).
Moreover, ifL is such that h7→ hJ is injective, the above mappings provide bijective
correspondences between
– the set of all extensionally continuous functions fromK to Lc,
– the set of all antitone Galois connectionsBo(K) to Bo(L) that are functional (from
K to L) and for which the induced function is continuous fromK to Lc,
– the set of all monotone Galois connectionsBo(K) to Bo(Lc) that are functional
(fromK to Lc).
Proof. We observe that~φ f (X) = XRf and ~φ f (Y) = YRf such that (i) is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 2 and Proposition 2. The according bijection follows from
Proposition 2 and Proposition 3.
For part (ii), we repeat the proof given in [1, Propositions 118 and 119]. Due to
continuity ~ψ f = f −1 is a function between the specified object concept lattices.Like the
preimage of any function, it preserves all intersections,which are exactly the infima in
the given lattices. Thus ~ψ f is the upper adjoint of some monotone Galois connection.









YJrJr | f (X) ⊆ YJrJr
}
= f (X)JrJr = ~ψ f (X).
Consequently~ψ f is adjoint to ~ψ f as required.
To show that~ψ f maps object extents ofK to object extents ofLc consider some
arbitraryg ∈ G. f −1( f (g)JrJr) is an extent ofK which containsg and hencegII . Thus
f (gII ) ⊆ f (g)JrJr and therefore~ψ f (gII ) ⊆ f (g)J
rJr. But since f (g) ∈ f (gII ) this shows
~ψ f (gII ) = f (g)J
rJr as required. Now it is easy to see that ifh 7→ hJ is injective, then so
areh 7→ hJJ, h 7→ hJr, andh 7→ hJrJr. Injectivity of h 7→ hJrJr entails that (~ψ f , ~ψ f ) is
functional.
For the converse of the claimed bijection, consider any monotone Galois connection
(~ψ, ~ψ) : Bo(K)→ Bo(Lc) which is functional in the above sense, and letf be the induced








{~ψ(xII ) | x ∈ X}
=
∨
{ f (x)JrJr | x ∈ X} =
(
⋃




where we used that~ψ preserves suprema and thatf represents the value of~ψ on object
extents. But this shows that~ψ is indeed the mapping~ψ f induced byf as above.
As an extension to the proof from [1], we also show explicitlythat the functionf
is continuous fromK to Lc, which does not seem to be entirely obvious. Thus consider












{~ψ(gII ) | g ∈ f −1(Y)} =
∨
{ f (g)JrJr | g ∈ f −1(Y)},
which is clearly a subset of the extentY. Now for everyg′ ∈ f −1(Y)II , we find f (g′) ∈
~ψ( f −1(Y)II ) and hencef (g′) ∈ Y as required. ut
Part (ii) of the theorem and the corresponding bijections are known (see [1, Propo-
sitions 118 and 119]). Note that the two Galois connections from the preceding result
are not obtained from each other by some simple dualizing. This is also evident when
comparing the different side conditions in both cases: functional monotone Galois con-
nections always relate to continuous functions, while continuity has to be required ex-
plicitly for functional antitone Galois connections. To further explain the situation, we
can dualizeL to obtain the following result:
Corollary 2. Given contextsK = (G,M, I ) and L = (H,N, J), there is a bijection
between
– the set of antitone Galois connectionsBo(K) → Bo(L) which map object extents to
attribute extents and
– the set of functions f: G→ N which are extensionally continuous fromK to Ld.
6 Infomorphisms
Infomorphisms are a special kind of morphism between formalcontexts that have been
considered quite independently in rather different research disciplines. The name “in-
fomorphism” we use here has been coined in the context ofinf rmation flow theory
[4]. Literature on Chu spaces means the same when speaking about “Chu mappings”;
institution theory[3] refers the corresponding definition as the “Satisfaction c ndition”
without naming the emerging morphisms at all. In FCA, the antito e version of these
morphisms has been studied under the name(context-)Galois connection[9, 10].
Probably the most decisive feature of informorphisms is self-duality, an immediate
consequence of their symmetry. Some of the relationships between infomorphisms and
Galois connections are known, but our results in earlier sections reveal a more complete
picture.
Definition 7. Given contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J), an infomorphismfrom
K to L is a pair of mappings~f : G→ H and ~f : N→ M such that
g I ~f (n) if and only if ~f (g) J n
holds for arbitrary g∈ G, n∈ N.
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We first establish the following basic facts.
Lemma 6. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) and L = (H,N, J). The infomorphisms
fromK to L are exactly the infomorphisms fromKc to Lc.
Given such an infomorphism( ~f , ~f ) and sets O⊆ G, A⊆ N, we find that
~f −1(AJ) = ~f (A)I , ~f −1(AJr) = ~f (A)Ir, ~f −1(OI ) = ~f (O)J and ~f −1(OIr) = ~f (O)Jr.
Especially,~f is extensionally continuous fromK(c) to L(c) and ~f is intensionally con-
tinuous fromL(c) toK(c).
Proof. The first statement is immediate from the definition of infomorphisms. Now for
somen ∈ N we find thatg ∈ ~f −1(nJ) iff ~f (g) J n iff g I ~f (n) iff g ∈ ~f (n)I . This shows
that ~f −1(nJ) = ~f (n)I . Now for arbitrary setsA ⊆ N, AJ =
⋂
n∈A n
J and we can calculate




















The other cases follow by dualization and/or complementation of this reasoning. ut
Using these continuity properties, we can already specify anumber of possible Ga-
lois connections constructed from infomorphisms. We remark that continuity between
two contexts is in general not equivalent to continuity between the respective com-
plements, such that Theorem 7 can be applied to one part of an infomorphism in two
different ways, whereas this is not possible for arbitrary continuous functions.
From Theorem 6, we know that we can obtain continuous dual bonds from both~f
and ~f . Since these relations are extents and intents, respectively, in the direct product,
one may ask whether they belong to the same concepts or not. The following proposition
shows the expected result.
Proposition 4. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J) and an infomor-
phism( ~f , ~f ) fromK to L. Define relations R⊆ G × H and S⊆ M × N by setting
R(g) = ~f (g)JJ and S−1(n) = ~f (n)IrIr.
Then R is a dual bond fromKc to L which is an extent ofKc × L with R∇ = S .
Furthermore, R is extensionally continuous fromKc to Lc and S−1 is intensionally
continuous fromLc toK.
Proof. Since ~f is continuous fromKc to Lc (Lemma 6), the fact thatR is an extent of
K
c × L and continuous in the required sense follows from Theorem 6.S−1 is obtained
accordingly from ~f and thus is a dual bond fromLd to Kcd which is continuous as
required.
As already observed in the proof of Proposition 2, the definitio of S−1 yields that
S(m) = ~f −1(mII ) for arbitrarym ∈ M. ThusS(m) =
⋃
g∈mI
~f −1(gI ) which is equal to
⋃
g∈mI
~f (g)J by Lemma 6. Due toS−1 being a dual bond fromLd to Kcd, S(m) is an






which is justR(mI )J. By
Lemma 3,R(mI )J = R∇(m) such that we findS(m) = R∇(m) and thusS = R∇. ut
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Observe that the above construction ofR (andS) relies only on the continuity of
~f from Kc to Lc (and the corresponding continuity of~f ). One can also construct a
dual bond based on the continuity properties of these functio s between the non-com-
plemented contexts. However, Proposition 4 does not imply any relationship between
these two dual bonds beyond the obvious fact that they inducethe same infomorphism.
We already know that the dual bonds induced by (one part of) aninfomorphism
have rather specific properties. The next result shows that these features are sufficient
for characterizing the respective dual bonds.
Proposition 5. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) and L = (H,N, J) and let R be a
dual bond fromKc to L such that both R and R∇−1 are functional. If R is extensionally
continuous then the functions induced by R and R∇−1 constitute an infomorphism from
K to L.
Proof. Denote the functions induced byR andR∇−1 by ~f and ~f , respectively, and con-
sider somen ∈ N. We calculate
~f (n)Ir = R∇−1(n)Ir = R−1(nJr)IrIr = R−1(nJr),
where the first and second equalities follow from Proposition 4 and Lemma 3, respec-
tively, and the last equality uses continuity ofR. Clearly ~f −1(nJr) ⊆ R−1(nJr). For the
other direction, assume thatg ∈ R−1(nJr). Then there is someh Jr n with g R h, i.e.
h ∈ ~f (g)JJ. But thenhJ ⊇ ~f (g)J and therefore~f (g) Jr n. This showsg ∈ ~f −1(nJr) such
that the latter is equal toR−1(nJr). In summary, we thus obtain~f (n)Ir = ~f −1(nJr) which is
equivalent to the statement
g Ir ~f (n) iff ~f (g) Jr n,
which states that (~f , ~f ) is an infomorphism as claimed. ut
Note that, according to Lemma 4, extensional continuity of afunctional dual bondR
is equivalent to extensional attribute-continuity. This in turn implies intensional object-
closure ofR∇ (Theorem 4) which, sinceR∇−1 is also functional, implies the closure of
R∇. Thus our assumptions are perfectly symmetrical. Furthermore, Propositions 4 and
5 induce a bijection between infomorphisms and the described class of dual bonds.
Having understood how infomorphisms are characterized in terms of dual bonds,
we can specify their relationship with Galois connections.
Theorem 8. Consider contextsK = (G,M, I ) andL = (H,N, J), and let f = ( ~f , ~f ) be
an infomorphism fromK to L.
– An antitone Galois connectionφf : Bo(K)→ Bo(Lc) is given by the mappings
~φf : Bo(K)→ Bo(Lc) : X 7→
⋂
{ ~f (x)JrJr | x ∈ X} =
⋂
{ ~f −1(xIr)Jr | x ∈ X} and
~φf : Bo(Lc)→ Bo(K) : Y 7→
⋂
{ ~f −1(yJJ) | y ∈ Y} =
⋂
{ ~f (yJ)I | y ∈ Y}.
Further, three antitone Galois connectionsφcf : Bo(K
c) → Bo(L), φdf : Bo(K
d) →
Bo(Lcd) andφcdf : Bo(K
cd)→ Bo(Ld) are defined similarly, using the complemented
incidence relations (for(·)c) and exchanging~f and ~f (for (·)d), respectively.
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– A monotone Galois connectionψf : Bo(K)→ Bo(L) is given by the mappings
~ψf : Bo(K)→ Bo(L) : X 7→ ~f (X)JJ = ~f −1(XI )J and
~ψf : Bo(L)→ Bo(K) : Y 7→ ~f −1(Y) = ~f (YJ)I .
Another monotone Galois connectionψcf : Bo(K
c) → Bo(Lc) is defined similarly,
but with all incidence relations complemented.
Proof. The fact that the above mappings consitute Galois connections between the
given concept lattices is an immediate consequence from Theorem 7 together with the
continuity properties of infomorphisms as established in Proposition 4.
We have to show that the claimed equalities hold. Forφf the equalities are obtained
by applying Lemma 6 to the sets of objects{x} (x ∈ X) andyJ (y ∈ Y), respectively.
Likewise, the equalities within the definition ofψf follow by using Lemma 6 onX and
YJ. ut
Note that Proposition 4 shows that the antitone Galois connectionsφdf andφ
cd
f can
also be constructed as in Corollary 1 from the two dual bonds iuced by the function
~f . Especially, Corollary 1 does not yield any further Galois connections.
7 A Concept Lattice of Morphisms
The above considerations show that scale measures and infomorphisms can be identified
with special types of dual bonds, and thus that part of this work can also be regarded
as a study of various attributes of dual bonds and of the implications between them.
The resulting concept lattice of context-morphisms is represented by thenested line
diagram5 in Fig. 2.
To see that the information represented in this concept lattice is indeed correct,
one can compute the induced set of implications between its attributes to obtain the
following collection of inference rules:
attr.-continuousK→ Lc ⇒ extent ofK × L Theorem 3
continuousK→ Lc ⇒ attr.-continuousK → Lc Definition 3
infomorphismK → Lc ⇒ continuousK→ Lc, functionalK→ L Proposition 5
functionalK→ L, attr.-cont.K→ Lc ⇒ continuousK → Lc Lemma 4
attr.-closedKc → L ⇒ extent ofK × L Theorem 3
closedKc → L ⇒ attr.-closedKc → L Definition 3
infomorphismL→ Kc ⇒ closedKc → L, functionalL→ K Proposition 5
functionalL→ K, attr.-closedKc → L ⇒ closedKc → L Lemma 4
As usual, collections of attributes on either side of the impl cations are comprehended
as conjunctions. As the last column documents, each of theseimplications has indeed
already been established within this document.
5 The concept lattice represented by a nested line diagram consists of the boldfaced nodes, where
connections between boxes represent parallel connectionsbetween boldfaced nodes at corre-
sponding positions wrt. the background structure. See [1, pp. 75].
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dual bondK→ Lextent ofK × L























Fig. 2.The concept lattice of the discussed properties of dual bonds, displayed as a nested line di-
agram. The included attributes are defined in Definition 1 (dual bond), 2 (K×L), 3 (continuity and
closure), and 5 (functionality). The attributes “scale measure” and “infomorphism” refer to the
dual bonds described in Theorem 6 and Proposition 5, respectively, and thus imply functionality.
The labelsR1 toR5 andR2−1 to R5−1 denote the objects of the formal context in Fig. 3.
Conversely, we claim that no further implications between co junctions of attributes
hold for the considered properties. To substantiate this cla m, we conducted anattribute
exploration(see [1, pp. 85]) for the attributes used in Fig. 2 – a task thatwas greatly
simplified through the use of the free softwareConExp.6 After reducing the resulting
collection of objects, we obtained the dual bonds and formalcontext displayed in Fig. 3.
To check that each of the given objects indeed has the specified attributes, first note
that the attributes ofR2−1 to R5−1 are determined by the properties of their inverted
variants. Thus it remains to verify the attributes forR1 to R5. Considering the fact that
the above implications have already been shown, this task reduces to a small number of
straightforward computations, which we will not include here.
Finally, we want to remark that the conjunctive implications considered in FCA can-
not describe all possible relationships between the attribu es of a context. In particular,
it could still occur that some properties are just disjunctions of others, i.e. that some
suprema in the concept lattice are computed as simple set-unions. Counterexample 3
demonstrates the reasoning that is necessary to exclude such cases explicitly. We re-
frain from giving similar counterexamples for each of the 40concepts in Fig. 2, since it
is rather evident that all of them are indeed object-concepts of appropriate dual bonds.













































































R2 × × × × × ×
R3 × × × × × × × ×
R4 × × × × × ×
R5 × × × × × × ×
R2−1 × × × × × ×
R3−1 × × × × × × × ×
R4−1 × × × × × ×









K3 a b c d e
1 × ×
2 × ×




K5 a b c d
1 × ×
2 × ×
R1 : R from Counterexample 1
R2 :K4 → K1 R2 = {(1,1), (2, 2)}
R3 :K5 → K4 R3 = {(1,1), (2, 2)}
R4 :K3 → K2 R4 = {(1,1), (2, 2), (3,3)}
R5 :K5 → K4 R5 = {(1,1), (2, 1)}
Fig. 3. A formal context for the concept lattice from Fig. 2 and the definition of the dual bonds
that consitute its set of objects.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
In spite of the rather complete picture of the mutual relationships between dual bonds,
scale measures and infomorphisms obtained in our considerations, there are many other
aspects of the theory of morphisms in FCA which could not be considered within this
article; they are left as possible directions for future research. As mentioned in the in-
troduction, the use of morphisms to model knowledge transfer and information sharing
may employ methods from category theory (see e.g. [14, 15]).But not all of the above
morphisms immediately yield categories of contexts, especially since antitone Galois
connections cannot be composed in an obvious way. As a solution, one can dualize one
context and considerbondswhich yield monotone Galois connections that can be com-
posed easily [1]. One can also restrict to special classes ofdual bonds: scale measures,
infomorphisms, and dual bonds that are both closed and continuous all allow for rather
obvious composition mechanisms.
The next step after identifying possible categories is to investigate the properties
of these structures. What are their natural interpretations n terms of knowledge rep-
resentation? Do they support all of the constructions that one may be interested in?
How are they related to other known categories, e.g. from foral logic, order theory,
or topology? This does also involve comparisons to the usageof context-morphisms in
institution theory and information flow, where a relaxationof the rather strict definition
of infomorphisms may yield advantages for certain applications.
In institution theory, many specific collections of formal contexts have been intro-
duced in order to handle given logics, basically by considering the consequence relation
between the models and the formulae of a logic as a formal context. In this setting, dual
bonds allow for a proof theoretic interpretation asconsequence relationsand may have
special properties due to the additional (logical) restrictions on contexts. For example,
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compactness7 of classical propositional logic yields additional continuity and closure
properties of dual bonds between (appropriate complementsof) the respective contexts.
Furthermore, extensionally continuous functions betweensuch contexts are continuous
in the usual topological sense with respect to the associated Stone spaces (see [13]).
Besides the mentioned (onto-)logical and categorical investigations, there are also
further questions related to lattice theory. We already gave characterizations for the
Galois connections that are induced by certain types of dualbonds, especially in the
functional case (Proposition 3, Theorems 7 and 8). For many other types of dual bonds,
the corresponding descriptions are missing. Likewise, although dual bonds are closed
under intersections, we are aware of no (non-canonical) context that has all dual bonds
as extents.
In FCA, the concept lattice of the direct productK × L is known as thetensor
productof the latticesBo(K) andBo(L). Theorem 5 showed that the study of dual bonds
can also yield additional results on the tensor product, butfurther relationships between
both subjects have not been investigated yet. As shown in [9,Satz 15], infomorphisms
can be represented by a concept lattice as well, but the role of this structure in the light
of our present investigations still needs to be explored.
Finally, many other results from [1, 9–11] could not be discussed here due to space
limitations. It would be a useful endeavor to compile the avail ble knowledge from
these publications in a systematic way and to investigate what additional insights are
obtained in the sum.
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